RTC-Tools
Software Tools for Modeling Real-Time Control

What is RTC-Tools?
RTC-Tools is an open source, modular toolbox dedicated to real-time control (RTC) of
hydraulic structures like weirs, pumps, hydropower, water intakes, etc. It can be used
• standalone or in combination with hydraulic models for general modelling studies
• as decision support component in operational forecasting and decision-support systems
for example for drought management and water allocation, flood mitigation or the
dispatch of hydro power assets
• as a real-time control component in SCADA systems (supervisory control and data
acquisition systems)
RTC-Tools supports feedback control and advanced Model Predictive Control (MPC) for
implementing state-of-the-art control strategies aiming at a safe, energy and cost aware,
integral management of water resources systems.

Figure 1: Sturm surge barrier Maeslantkering and a reservoir
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The software has an open source, modular architecture with Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) for easy extension independent from other modelling components. An
RTC-Tools model can be easily linked to other models via OpenMI, e.g. with a SOBEK open
channel flow model. While the flow simulation model represents the physical flow processes
of a study area by solving the Saint-Venant equations, the RTC-Tools model represents the
human operations and automated control actions acting on the hydraulic system.

Feedback control
Feedback control means to operate a water resources system
based on the current state of the system, i.e. currently available water levels, discharges, etc. A feedback control model
in RTC-Tools consists of a layer of triggers and operating
rules / controllers.
A trigger implements conditions for
• defining when an operating rule / controller or another
trigger is applied
• returning true or false, e.g. if a threshold is crossed or
not.
Operating rules and controllers
• define how a structure operates,
• return a value for a controlled setting, e.g. a gate opening or turbine release.
These two elements may form binary decision trees such as
given in Figure 2 for representing hierarchical conditions leading to unique control actions. Figure 3 shows simulation

Figure 3: Simulation results for weir Kehl-Strasbourg (Upper Rhine)

control performance. RTC-Tools includes a variety of simple
water resources models such as a reservoir model, a mixed
kinematic/diffusive wave routing approach as well as an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), among others. The control
performance is represented by an optimization problem consisting of control objectives and constraints. It is solved with
the help of embedded or external mathematical optimization
algorithms in such a way that constraints are met and an
optimal result is achieved.
A use case is the Dutch National Hydrological Instrument (NHI). RTC-Tools optimizes water extractions from the
Dutch river network for fresh water supply, industrial water
demand, cooling water demand and agriculture. Constraints
Figure 2: A decision tree for feedback control
concerning water quality and a minimum water level required
for navigation are taken into account within an internal difresults from a conjunctive simulation with RTC-Tools and fusive wave model. Figure 5 shows the effect of different
SOBEK for the Upper Rhine along the German-French bor- prediction horizons on the allocated water extraction.
der. During high discharge at the gauge Kehl-Kronenhof
The regional water authority Noorderzijlvest (Groningen,
(top) RTC-Tools applies a different operational mode with a The Netherlands) applies MPC within an operational foredifferent setpoint for the weir Kehl-Strasbourg.
casting system. When high precipitation is expected, RTCTools determines how much water must be prereleased from
the system for creating additional storage volume for the exModel Predictive Control (MPC)
pected rainfall. Figure 6 shows the water level over time for
While feedback control is based on the current system state, an observation point as simulated with feedback control and
Model Predictive Control (MPC) predicts future state tra- model predictive control.
jectories, e.g. for anticipating on approaching flood events
Since many Dutch water systems are located below sea
within current control actions. This requires internal mod- level and needs to be drained by pumps, MPC has been also
elling of the controlled water system for assessing and opti- applied on the tactical use of storage for optimizing pumping
mizing the impact of control actions on the system and its schedules and making maximum use of gravity flow through
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Figure 4: A pumping station in the Netherlands

Figure 5: Impact of prediction horizon on extractions and water level for a NHI
test case

gates during low tide. In application to the Noorderzijlvest
water system, it has been shown that pumping costs can be
significantly reduced by 7 to 35 %. This saves about 200 000
EUR per year by maintaining the high safety level of flood
protection.

Figure 6: Simulated water levels from different control methods: feedback control
computed with SOBEK, model predictive control with RTC-Tools with internal
prediction model and model predictive control with RTC-Tools and SOBEK
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• Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) on many
levels for software extension

Who uses RTC-Tools?
RTC-Tools is applied by

• interfaces for Delft-FEWS (PI-XML), Delta Shell, Matlab, OpenDA (http://www.openda.org), OpenMI (http:
//www.openmi.org)

• hydraulic modellers who implement sophisticated realtime control in their hydrodynamic models for scenario
analysis or modelling the as-is state

• consistent configuration of all components in XML

• water managers who need online tools for optimizing
water allocation, dispatching hydro power resources, or
controlling integrated water resources systems
• SCADA integrator who implement real-time control of
hydraulic structures
• researchers who require an open, easily expandable architecture for developing and testing new smart controllers.

When to use RTC-Tools
Figure 7: RTC-Tools architecture and interfaces

The use of RTC-Tools is advised, if the on-board feature of
a software package are limited due to the implementation of
complex control strategies:
• if an overall control strategy is required on a systemwide scale
• you need to take into account different operational
modes and decision tree based control strategies
• you consider advanced model

RTC-Tools features
The RTC-Tools functional features include:
• various feedback control strategies with configurable
triggers, operating rules and controllers, and the option
for implementing complex decision trees,
• nonlinear Model Predictive Control in simultaneous and
sequential mode for anticipatory water management including embedded nonlinear optimization algorithms or
an interface to Matlab,
• a variety of prediction models for MPC and its related
adjoint models for computational efficient sensitivity
analysis.
Technical features:
• a consistent, modular software architecture in platform
independent ANSI C++ available under the GNU General Public License, version 2 (GPL2)
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More information:
http://oss.deltares.nl/web/rtc-tools
rtc-tools@deltares.nl

Deltares is a leading, independent, Dutch-based research
institute and specialist consultancy for matters relating to
water, soil and the subsurface. We apply our advanced
expertise worldwide, to help people live safely and sustainably in delta areas, coastal zones and riverbasins.

